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ABSTRACT

During the UD’s and CCNY’s ongoing effort to generate conformance
tests for the Army network protocol MIL-STD 188-220, a significant ob-
stacle has been addressed—when multiple timers are running simultane-
ously, a test sequence may become unrealizable if there are conflicting
conditions based on a protocol’s timers. This problem, termed the con-
flicting timers problem, is handled in the hitherto generated tests by man-
ually expanding a protocol’s extended FSM based on the set of conflicting
timers, resulting in test sequences that are far from minimum-length. Sim-
ilar inconsistencies, but based on arbitrary linear variables, are present
in the extended FSMs modeling VHDL specifications. This paper presents
an efficient solution to the conflicting timers problem that eliminates the
redundancies of manual state expansion. CCNY’s inconsistency removal
algorithms are applied to a new model for real-time protocols with mul-
tiple timers. The new model captures complex timing dependencies by
using simple linear expressions. This modeling technique, combined with
the CCNY’s inconsistency removal algorithms, is expected to significantly
shorten the test sequences without compromising their fault coverage.

1 INTRODUCTION

The recent collaboration between the City College of the City
University of New York (CCNY) and the University of Delaware
(UD) [6] has focused on the generation of test cases automati-
cally from Estelle specifications. The tests were generated for the
DoD/Joint protocol MIL-STD 188-220—military standard devel-
oped in the US Army, Navy and Marine Corps systems for mobile
combat network radios [4]. Within this effort, several theoretical
problems have been investigated, including generation of test se-
quences uninterrupted by active timers [17], and the improvement
of test coverage by using the semicontrollable interfaces [8].

This paper presents a preliminary study of the problem of test case
generation for network protocols with conflicting timers, where a
test sequence may become unrealizable due to conflicting condi-
tions based on a protocol’s timers. This problem is termed the
conflicting timers problem.

The research has been motivated by the ongoing effort to generate
tests for MIL-STD 188-220. The protocol’s Datalink Layer de-
fines several timers that can run concurrently and affect behavior
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of the protocol. For example,BUSYandACK timers may be run-
ning independently inFRAMEBUFFEREDstate. If either timer
is running, a buffered frame cannot be transmitted. IfACK timer
expires whileBUSYtimer is notrunning, a buffered frame is re-
transmitted. If, however,ACK timer expires whileBUSYtimer is
running, no output is generated.

In the test cases delivered to the US Army Communications-
Electronics Command (CECOM), such conflicts are handled by
manually expanding EFSMs based on the set of conflicting timers,
resulting in test sequences that are far from minimum-length [6].
Similar conflicts, but based on arbitrary linear variables, are
present in EFSM models of VHDL specifications [14]. Uyar
and Duale presented algorithms for detecting [14] and remov-
ing [15, 16] such inconsistencies in VHDL specifications. Current
research in UD and CCNY is focused on adapting these algorithms
for eliminating inconsistencies caused by a protocol’s conflicting
timers, with a view to applying the methodology to conformance
test generation for MIL-STD 188-220.

This paper presents a new model for real-time protocols with mul-
tiple timers. The new model captures complex timing dependen-
cies by using simple linear expressions. This modeling technique,
combined with the CCNY’s inconsistency removal algorithms, is
expected to significantly shorten the test sequences without com-
promising their fault coverage.

The proposed solution is expected to have a broader application,
as in recent years there has been the proliferation of protocols with
real-time requirements [11, 12]. The functional errors in such pro-
tocols are usually caused by the unsatisfiability of time constraints
and (possibly conflicting) conditions involving timers; therefore,
significant research is required to develop efficient algorithms for
test generation for this type of protocols.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Suppose that a protocol specification defines a set of timersK =
ftm1; : : : ; tmjKjg, such that a timertmj may be started and
stopped by arbitrary transitions defined in the specification. Each
timer tmj can be associated with a boolean variableTj whose
value is true iftmj is running, and false iftmj is not running.
Let � be a time formula obtained from variablesT1; : : : ; Tk by
using logical operandŝ , _, and:. Suppose that a specifica-
tion contains transitions with time conditions of a form “if�”
for some time formula�. It is clear that there may exist infea-
sible paths in an FSM modeling a protocol, if two or more edges
in a path have inconsistent conditions. For example, for transi-
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tions e1: if ( Tj) then f'1g and e2: if ( :Tj) then
f'2g, a path (e1; e2) is inconsistent unless the action of'1 in e1
setsTj to false (which happens when timertmj expires in transi-
tion e1). The solution to the above problem is expected to allow
generating low-cost tests free of such conflicts.

Note that the conflicting timers problem is a special case of the
feasibility problem of test sequences, which is an open research
problem for the most general case [2]. However, there are two
simplifying features of the conflicting timers problem: (1) time
variables are linear, and (2) time variable values implicitly in-
crease as time elapses. By considering these two features, we
expect to find an efficient solution to this special case.

2.1 General approach

During the testing of a system with multiple timers, when a node
vp is visited, an efficient test sequence should either traverse as
many self-loops as possible before a timeout or leavevp immedi-
ately through a non-timeout transition. Once the maximum allow-
able number of self-loops are traversed, a test sequence may leave
vp through any outgoing transition.

Suppose that there are 15 untested self-loops (each with 1sec to
traverse) in statev57, and that, when the test sequence visitsv57,
the earliest timer to expire among the active timers istm4, with
10.5sec remaining until its timeout. In this example, the test se-
quence will either leavev57 immediately or traverse 10 of the
untested self-loops. Suppose that the latter option is chosen and,
later during the test sequence traversal,v57 is visited again with
tm2 leaving 3.1sec until the earliest timeout. In this case, 3 more
untested self-loops ofv57 can be covered by the test sequence.
Traversal will continue until all of thev57’s self-loops are tested.

In more complicated cases, in addition to the aforementioned tim-
ing constraints, traversal of a self-loop requires that its associated
time condition be satisfied, i.e., certain timers be active (or, simi-
larly, other timers be inactive). These time conditions will also be
taken into account while selecting which self-loops to traverse. In
the above example, if six or more self-loops ofv57 have ‘tm4 not
running’ as their time condition, the test sequence, which tries to
execute 10 of the untested self-loops, will cause a timer conflict
due to the unsatisfiability of the time condition.

In general, the goal of the optimization is to generate a low-cost
test sequence that follows the above guidelines, satisfies time con-
ditions of all composite edges and is not disrupted by timeout
events during traversal (i.e., contains only feasible transitions). In
Section 3, a model will be introduced that allows for generating
test sequences satisfying the above criteria.

2.2 Related work

The related work on testing systems with timing dependencies fo-
cuses on testing the so-called Timed Automata [1, 13]. However,
there is relatively little work reported in the literature on success-
ful application of timed automata to conformance testing.

Springintveld et al. [13] present the first published theoretical
framework for testing timed automata. En-Nouaary et al. [5] intro-
duce a method based on the state characterization technique using
a timed extension of the Wp-method [9]. Higashino et al. [10]
define several kinds of test sequence executability for real-time

systems and present an algorithm for verifying if a test sequence
is executable. Cardell-Oliver and Glover [3] propose a method
based on the model of Timed Transition Systems (TTSs) [1].

A major goal of these methods is to limit the number of tests,
which otherwise may become prohibitively large; hence, each
technique offers a means to reduce the test suite size. The in-
terested reader should consult the relevant papers [3, 5, 10, 13] for
more details.

3 MODELING SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLE TIMERS

A protocol can be modeled as an FSM represented by
graphG(V;E) and a set of timersK = ftm1; : : : ; tmjKjg.
The model also contains a set of parameters, in-
cluding constants and the set of variables~V =
fT1; f1; : : : ; TjKj; fjKj; L1; : : : ; LjV j; t

s
1;1; : : : ; t

s
jV j;MjV j

g, as
defined below.

For each timertmj , we define the following parameters:

� Dj 2 R+—the timeout value (i.e., timer length)

� Tj 2 f0; 1g—boolean variable indicating if the timer is run-
ning.Tj = 1 if tmj is running;Tj = 0 otherwise. The values
of T1; : : : ; TjKj define which timers are currently running.

� fj 2 R+[ f0;�1g—time-keeping variable denoting the
current time oftmj . If 0 � fj < Dj , thentmj is running;
if fj � Dj or fj = �1, tmj is not running (expired or
stopped).fj is set to 0 whentmj is started; it is set to�1
whentmj is stopped or has expired.

Let us define a time formula� : EX(T1; : : : ; TjKj; f^;_;:g) !
f0; 1g as a mapping from the set of expressions involving
T1; : : : ; TjKj and logical operands (e.g.,� = T1 _ :T3) into
boolean valuesf0; 1g.

A transitionei 2 E is associated with the following parameters:

� ci 2 R+—the time needed to traverseei

� time conditionh�ii—ei can trigger only if its associated time
formula�i is satisfied; if no time formula is associated with
ei, its time condition is defined ash1i. For example, ifei’s
time condition involves�i = T1 ^ :T3, the transition can
trigger only if tm1 is running andtm3 is not running, re-
gardless of the state of other timers

� action listf'i;1; 'i;2; : : :g—each action'i;k : ~V ! EX

(~V ;R; f+;�; �; =g) is a mapping from the set of variables
~V into the set of linear expressions involving~V , the set of
real numbersR, and arithmetic operands. For example, the
two actions offT1 = 1; f2 = f2 + 5g start timertm1 and
increment the value of time keeping variable associated with
timer tm2 by 5 units

The following parameters are defined for each statevp 2 V :

� csp 2 R+—the time needed to traverse a self-loop ofvp
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� Ns
p;l—a set of merged non-timeout self-loops ofvp sharing

the same time conditionh�p;li, where1 � l � Ms
p . (A

self-loop that starts/stops a timer cannot be merged)

� Ms
p—the number of sets ofNs

p;l for nodevp

� tsp;l—the number of untested self-loops inNs
p;l. t

s
p;l is initial-

ized tojNs
p;lj

� Lp 2 f0; 1; 2g—the ‘exit’ condition for statevp. If Lp = 0,
no transition outgoing fromvp and no timeout transition in
vp may be traversed; ifLp = 1, a test sequence may leave
vp through an outgoing non-timeout transition; ifLp = 2, a
test sequence may traverse any outgoing transitions (includ-
ing timeouts)

3.1 Types of transitions

In general, the model distinguishes among the four types of tran-
sitions, as described below:

� Type 1: timeout transitioneji (vp; vq), defined for each timer
tmj (eji may be a self-loop, i.e.,p = q)

� Type 2: non-timeout non-self-loop transitionei(vp; vq),
wherep 6= q

� Type 3: merged self-loop transitionep;l(vp; vp), defined for
each nodevp and each setNs

p;l

� Type 4: merged self-loop transitionejp;l(vp; vp), defined for
each nodevp, each setNs

p;l that contains more than one self-
loop, and each timertmj

Note that, while visitingvp, if there is enough time to test all self-
loops ofNs

p;l before any timer expires,ep;l (Type 3) will be tra-

versed; otherwise, depending on the time available,ejp;l (Type 4)
will be traversed withtmj expiring before all self-loops ofNs

p;l

can be tested.

3.2 Conditions

A number of timing constraints must be appended to the original
conditions (which include time conditions) for all transitions, as
defined below.

For each timeout transitioneji (vp; vq) (Type 1), the following con-
dition holds for each timertmk 6=j : ‘exit’ condition for timeouts in
vp true ANDtimer tmj running AND(timer tmk not running OR
tmj expires beforetmk), which can be formalized as:

hLp == 2 ^ Tj == 1 ^ (Dj � fj < Dk � fk)i

For each non-timeout non-self-loopei(vp; vq) (Type 2), the fol-
lowing condition holds for each timertmk: ‘exit’ condition forvp
true AND(timer tmk not running ORthere is time left totmk ’s
timeout).Formally, this condition is:

hLp > 0 ^ fk < Dki

For each merged self-loop transitionep;l (Type 3), the following
condition holds for each timertmk: there are untested self-loops
in Ns

p;l AND (timer tmk not running ORall untested self-loops

of Ns
p;l can be tested beforetmk expires). For eachep;l, all self-

loopsNs
p;l can be tested by traversingep;l. This condition can be

formalized as:

htsp;l > 0 ^ (tsp;l � c
s
p < Dk � fk)i

For each merged self-loop transitionejp;l (Type 4), the following
condition holds for each timertmk 6=j : there are untested self-
loops inNs

p;l AND (timer tmj running ANDthere is enough time
left beforetmj expires to test at least one but not all untested self-
loops inNs

p;l) AND(timertmk not running ORtmj expires before
tmk). In other words, only some of the self-loops ofNs

p;l can be

tested by traversingejp;l. Formally, this condition is:

htsp;l > 0 ^ (Dj � fj < Dk � fk) ^

(Tj == 1 ^ (csp < Dj � fj < tsp;l � c
s
p))i

3.3 Actions for four types of transitions

A number of actions must be appended to the action lists for all
transitions, as defined below.

For each timeout transitioneji (vp; vq) (Type 1), for eachk 6= j:

� set variableTj to 0 indicating timer expiry:Tj = 0
� if the sum ofei’s traversal time and the amount of time left till
tmj ’s timeout is less than the current time, incrementtmk ’s
current time by this sum:fk = fk +max(0; ci +Dj � fj)

� settmj ’s time keeping variable:fj = �1

Since ‘max’ is not a linear action, in any algorithmic technique
that allows only linear actions,eji should be split intoeji;1 andeji;2,
with the following appended conditions and actions:

eji;1 : hLp == 2 ^ Tj == 1 ^ fj � ci +Dji

fTj = 0; fj = �1g

eji;2 : hLp == 2 ^ Tj == 1 ^ fj < ci +Dji

fTj = 0; fk = fk + ci +Dj � fj ; fj = �1g

The above concept is illustrated in Figure 1. Timertmj is started
at timefj = 0. After fj reaches a value off0j , the two transitions
that can be traversed aree1 ande2. Consider the case wheree1
triggers andfj is advanced to a value off1j = f0j + c1 < ci+Dj .

The timeout oftmj will therefore correspond to traversingeji;2,
which advances all timers byci +Dj � f1j . In the case wheree2
triggers,fj is advanced to a value off2j = f0j + c2 > ci + Dj .

Therefore,tmj ’s timeout will be modeled byeji;1. No timer will

be advanced byeji;1 because timertmj expired and its timeout

transitioneji finished execution whilee2 was being traversed.

In addition, a non-self-loopeji should set ‘exit’ condition for its
end statevq to 1 by the appended action offLq = 1g.

For each non-timeout non-self-loopei(vp; vq) (Type 2):

� set the ‘exit’ condition forei’s end statevq to true:Lq = 1
� for eachk, incrementtmk ’s current time byei’s traversal

time: fk = fk + ci
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Dj ci

c1

c2

fj0

0

fj1 fj2

fj

Figure 1:Time dependencies in timeout transitioneji .

For each merged self-loop transitionep;l (Type 3):

� set the ‘exit’ condition for statevp to false:Lp = 0
� for eachk, incrementtmk ’s current time by the time needed

to traverse all untested self-loops inNs
p;l: fk = fk + tsp;l � c

s
p

� set the number of untested self-loops inNs
p;l to 0: tsp;l = 0

If no self-loops can be traversed (i.e., there are no untested self-
loops ofvp with their time condition satisfied),Lp should be set
to 2 (from either 0 or 1), enabling timeouts invp and all outgoing
transitions. In this case,Lp will be set to 2 by an observer self-
loop transitionsp, with a condition of

hLp < 2 ^ (tsp;l == 0 _ (tsp;l > 0 ^ :�p;li (1)

for eachl, and an action offLp = 2g. The above condition is sat-
isfied when all self-loops ofvp with their time condition satisfied
are tested (if there are no self-loops defined forvp, the condition
is trivially true).

For each merged self-loop transitionejp;l (Type 4):

� set the ‘exit’ condition for statevp to true:Lp = 2
� for eachk, incrementtmk ’s current time by the time needed

to traverse all of the untested self-loops inNs
p;l that can be

tested beforetmj expires:fk = fk + csp � b(Dj � fj)=c
s
pc

� decrement the number of untested self-loops accordingly:
tsp;l = tsp;l � b(Dj � fj)=c

s
pc

The ‘exit’ conditionLp works as follows. A test sequence comes
to statevp through an incoming edge, which setsLp to 1. Then
the test sequence may leave immediately through an outgoing non-
timeout edge or takeType 3and/orType 4edges. OnceType 3edge
is taken, it setsLp to false (i.e., 0), preventing a test sequence
from leaving a state and timeouts from occurring. Then the test
sequence may include either aType 4edge (which setsLp to 2,
thus allowing timers to expire and the test sequence to exit) or
traverse furtherType 3edges. If neitherType 3nor Type 4edges
can be traversed (this includes the case where none are defined for
vp), an observer edge setsLp to 2.

3.4 Removing nonlinearity from actions

As can be easily seen,Type 4actions are non-linear, since the
number of self-loop traversals before a timeout is computed in
ejp;l’s actions by rounding down a fractional number to an integer
z = b(Dj � fj)=c

s
pc. The idea to remove nonlinearity from the

actions is to avoid computingz; instead, a test sequence will be
forced to traverse one and only one of a number of extra edges
with the index of the traversed extra edge equal toz.

To employ the above idea, an augmentation is applied to graphG,
where verticesu1 andu2 are added toG and connected with extra

edgesh1; : : : ; hZ , with the following condition forhm: there is
enough time left before a timer expires to testm but notm + 1
untested self-loops.For details, see [7].

3.5 Actions for transitions stopping/starting timers

Every transitionei has the appended conditions and actions as de-
fined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In addition, ifei stops timertmj , the
actions offTj = 0; fj = �1g must be appended toei’s action
list. If ei starts timertmj , the two actions offTj = 1; fj = 0g
must be appended toei’s action list.

To have a good test coverage, a test sequence should traverse all
reachable parts of an IUT. Some portions of the IUT graph are
reachable only if a transition(s) that starts a timer isdelayedin the
test sequence by certain amount of time. The action of delaying
such transitions allows to explore various ordering of timers’ ex-
pirations by causing certain timers to expire before others. Details
are presented in [7].

Example : Consider the FSM of Figure 2, consisting of three
statesv0 (the initial state),v1, andv2, and eight transitionse1
throughe8. Transitione3 takes 3sec and the remaining transitions
take 1sec to traverse. There are two timers defined for the FSM:
tm1 (started bye2) with the length ofD1 = 5:5 and the time-
out transitione8, andtm2 (started bye4 and stopped bye2) with
the length ofD2 = 3:7 and the timeout transitione7. Transition
e1 is associated with a time conditionhT1 == 0 ^ T2 == 1i,
transitionse5 ande6 are associated with a time conditionhT1 ==
1 ^ T2 == 1i, and, for simplicity, the remaining transitions have
the time condition ofh1i.

Statevt is introduced as the system initialization state, where a
test sequence originates and terminates. A test sequence starts in
statevt with edgeeon : h1i fT1 = 0;T2 = 0; f1 = �1; f2 =
�1; t0;1 = 1; t1;1 = 1; t2;1 = 2g, which initializes all timers
and the variables oftp;l. A test sequence terminates when, after
arriving at v0, edgeeo� : hT1 == 0 ^ T2 == 0i fg is tra-
versed, bringing the IUT back to statevt. The time condition of
eo� ensures that all timers are inactive when the test sequence is
terminated. Note that, unlike the regular statesv0 throughvjV j,
vt is not split by the inconsistencies removal algorithm—the final
inconsistency-free graph contains only one copy ofvt.

Let us first consider transitions ofType 1(e7; e8). The following
conditions and actions are appended to the original condition and
action lists of these transitions:

e7 : hL2 == 2 ^ (3:7� f2 < 5:5� f1) ^ T2 == 1i

fL2 = 1;T2 = 0; f1 = f1 +max(0;�f2 + 4:7); f2 = �1g

e8 : hL2 == 2 ^ (5:5� f1 < 3:7� f2) ^ T1 == 1i

fL0 = 1;T1 = 0; f2 = f2 +max(0;�f1 + 6:5); f1 = �1g

For transitions ofType 2(e2; e4), the appended conditions and
actions are as follows:

e2 : hL0 > 0 ^ f1 < 5:5 ^ f2 < 3:7i ff1 = f1 + 1;

f2 = f2 + 1;L1 = 1;T1 = 1; f1 = 0;T2 = 0; f2 = �1g

e4 : hL1 > 0 ^ f1 < 5:5 ^ f2 < 3:7i

fL2 = 1; f1 = f1 + 1; f2 = f2 + 1;T2 = 1; f2 = 0g
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Since only a single self-loop is defined in verticesv0 andv1, both
vertices will have merged self-loop transitions ofType 3only. For
v0 andv1, merged self-loop transitionse0;1 ande1;1 are defined
for the sets ofNs

0;1 = fe1g andNs
1;1 = fe3g, respectively, with

the appended conditions and actions as follows:

e0;1 : ht
s
0;1 > 0 ^ (T1 == 0 ^ T2 == 1) ^

(ts0;1 < 5:5� f1) ^ (ts0;1 < 3:7� f2)i

fL0 = 0; f1 = f1 + ts0;1; f2 = f2 + ts0;1; t
s
0;1 = 0g

e1;1 : ht
s
1;1 > 0 ^ 3ts1;1 < 5:5� f1 ^ 3ts1;1 < 3:7� f2i

fL1 = 0; f1 = f1 + 3ts1;1; f2 = f2 + 3ts1;1; t
s
1;1 = 0g

e2

e1

e3

e4

e5

e6e8 - tm1 timeout

c1 = c0
s = 1, c3 = c1

s  = 3
c5 = c6 = c2

s  = 1
c2 = c4 = c7 = c8 = 1
D1 = 5.5, D2 = 3.7
N0,1

s = {e1}, N1,1
s = {e3}, N2,1

s = {e5, e6}

e7 - tm2 timeout

1 time unit = 1 sec

v0

v1

v2

vt

eon

eoff

Figure 2:FSM with conflicting timerstm1 andtm2.

Vertexv2 has two merged self-loops inNs
2;1 = fe5; e6g. There-

fore, transitions of bothType 3(e2;1) andType 4(e12;1; e
2
2;1) are

defined inv2.

In this example, the augmentation to remove nonlinear actions
(suggested in Section 3.4) is unnecessary—the value ofz = 1 im-
plies that, in anyType 4edge defined forv2, b5:5 � f1c = 1 and
b3:7 � f2c = 1. Therefore, the appended conditions and actions
are as follows:

e2;1 : ht
s
2;1 > 0 ^ (T1 == 1 ^ T2 == 1) ^

(ts2;1 < 5:5� f1) ^ (ts2;1 < 3:7� f2)i

fL2 = 0; f1 = f1 + ts2;1; f2 = f2 + ts2;1; t
s
2;1 = 0g

e12;1 : h(T1 == 1 ^ (1 < 5:5� f1 < ts2;1)) ^ ts2;1 > 0 ^

(5:5� f1 < 3:7� f2) ^ (T1 == 1 ^ T2 == 1)i

fL2 = 2; f1 = f1 + 1; f2 = f2 + 1; ts2;1 = ts2;1 � 1g

e22;1 : h(T2 == 1 ^ (1 < 3:7� f2 < ts2;1)) ^ ts2;1 > 0 ^

(3:7� f2 < 5:5� f1) ^ (T1 == 1 ^ T2 == 1)i

fL2 = 2; f1 = f1 + 1; f2 = f2 + 1; ts2;1 = ts2;1 � 1g

One can give examples of invalid test sequences for the FSM of
Figure 2. A test sequence beginning with (eon; e1; e2; : : :) does
not satisfy the time condition fore1: hT1 == 0 ^ T2 == 1i,

since after traversingeon (initial power-up), neither timer is run-
ning. Similarly, any test sequence containing (: : : ; e4; e7; e5; : : :)
is invalid, becausee5’s time condition requires that both timers be
running, which does not hold aftertm2 expires ine7.

Test Edge Edge T1 T2 f1 f2
step name cost
(1) eon 0 0 0 �1 �1
(2) e2 1 1 0 0 �1
(3) e3 3 1 0 3 �1
(4) e4 1 1 1 4 0
(5) e5 1 1 1 5 1
(6) e8 1 0 1 �1 2:5
(7) e1 1 0 1 �1 3:5
(8) e2 1 1 0 0 �1
(9) e4 1 1 1 1 0
(10) e6 1 1 1 2 1
(11) e7 1 1 0 4:7 �1
(12) e8 1 0 0 �1 �1
(13) eo� 0 0 0 �1 �1

Table 1: Valid test sequence for the FSM of Figure 2.

Consider the test sequence for the FSM of Figure 2, shown in
Table 1. The table also shows the values of timer-related variables
of the model, which change as the test sequence is being executed
and the time is progressing.

Let us now trace the execution of the test sequence. After sys-
tem initialization by transitioneon, transitione2 starts timertm1.
After arriving at statev1, there are 5.5sec left tilltm1’s timeout;
so, transitione1;1 can be tested, which takes 3sec. After leaving
v1, tm1 has 2.5sec left till timeout. In transitione4, timer tm2 is
started and the time-keeping variable fortm1 reachesf1 = 4.
After the test sequence arrives at statev2, tm1 and tm2 have
1.5sec and 3.7sec left till timeout, respectively—tm1 will there-
fore expire first. There is not enough time to traversee2;1 (i.e., to
test bothe5 ande6); therefore,e12;1 is traversed (e5 is tested). In
fact, traversinge12;1 is equivalent to traversing a sequence of edges
(ê12;1; h1; ê2), which contain only linear actions. This step leaves
0.5sec and 2.7sec till timeouts fortm1 andtm2, respectively. Af-
ter tm1 expires, the time-keeping variable fortm2 is advanced
to f2 = 2:5, which gives enough time (1.2 sec) to traversee0;1.
Traversinge0;1 is equivalent to testinge1 with the time condition
of hT1 == 0 ^ T2 == 1i. Since at this pointtm1 has expired and
tm2 is running,e1’s time condition is satisfied and the transition
is tested.

Afterwards,e2 aree4 are traversed consecutively without spend-
ing time on already testede3. The test sequence arrives again
at statev2, with 4.5sec and 3.7sec left till timeouts fortm1 and
tm2, respectively. This time,tm2 is to expire first, leaving suf-
ficient time to traversee2;1 (teste6). Then,tm2 expires and the
time-keeping variable fortm1 is advanced tof1 = 5:7, exceeding
tm1’s length by 0.2, i.e.,tm1 expired whilee7 was being tra-
versed. Therefore,e8 is traversed immediately, with the traversal
time ‘reduced’ by 0.2. Now the IUT is back in its initial statev0
with both timertm1 andtm2 inactive and all transitions tested, so
the test sequence is allowed to return to the system initialization
statevt through transitioneo� .

The test sequence shown in Table 1 satisfies all timing constraints
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imposed by the two timerstm1 and tm2. In addition, the time
conditions for all transitions in the FSM are satisfied at any time
during the test sequence traversal.

4 INCONSISTENCIES REMOVAL ALGORITHMS

The interdependence among the variables used in the actions and
conditions of an EFSM, or an FSM with time variables, may cause
variousinconsistenciesamong the actions and conditions of the
model. For example, in Figure 2, the actions ofe7 setT2 to 0.
Since the time condition ofe5 requires thathT2 == 1i, e7’s action
causes inconsistency withe5’s condition.

Similarly, a test sequence that includes bothe4 ande5 may con-
tain condition inconsistency—e4 requires thathT2 == 0i, bute5
triggers only whenhT2 == 1i. Hence, a test sequence generated
without considering such inconsistencies may be infeasible.

Feasible test sequences can be generated from the EFSM models
if the inconsistencies are eliminated. The algorithms developed by
Uyar and Duale [14, 15, 16] convert an EFSM into an FSM; during
the conversion, inconsistencies are eliminated in two phases. In
the first phase, action inconsistencies are detected and eliminated.
In the second phase, the algorithms proceed with the detection and
elimination of condition inconsistencies.

In these algorithms, both edge actions and conditions are repre-
sented by sets of matrices to analyze their interdependence. In ad-
dition, the actions and conditions accumulated along the paths in
the graph are represented by sets ofAction Update Matrix (AUM)
pairs andAccumulated Condition Matrix (ACM)triplets [16],
respectively. While traversing the EFSM graph in a modified
breadth-first (MBF) and a modified depth-first (MDF) manner, in-
consistencies are eliminated by splitting the nodes and edges of the
EFSM graph. During this split, unnecessary growth of the number
of states and transitions is avoided. Only the edges with feasible
conditions and the nodes that can be reached from the initial node
are selected from the split nodes and edges to be included in the
resulting FSM.

The inconsistency removal algorithms are currently being adapted
for handling the conflicts caused by multiple timers.

5 CONCLUSION

As a recent result of the collaboration between UD and CCNY,
this paper presents the preliminary study of conformance test gen-
eration when multiple timers are running simultaneously. This re-
search has been motivated by the ongoing effort to generate tests
for MIL-STD 188-220, where the Datalink Layer defines several
timers that can run concurrently and affect the protocol’s behavior.

The results of CCNY’s inconsistency removal algorithms are ap-
plied to a new model for real-time protocols with multiple timers.
As introduced in this paper, the new model captures complex tim-
ing dependencies by using simple linear expressions. This mod-
eling technique, combined with the inconsistency removal algo-
rithms, is expected to significantly shorten the test sequences with-
out compromising their fault coverage.1

1The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors
and should not be interpreted as representing the official policies, either expressed
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